
Rainforest Animals
Cut out the pictures and make as many food chains as possible.

blue morpho blue morpho 
butterflybutterfly avocado treeavocado tree jaguarjaguar

emerald tree boaemerald tree boa fruit batfruit bat spider monkeyspider monkey

macawmacaw banana treebanana tree grasshoppergrasshopper

coconut treecoconut tree red-eyed tree frogred-eyed tree frog tapirtapir
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Rainforest Animals
Cut out the pictures and make as many food chains as possible.

harpy eagleharpy eagle slothslothcaimancaiman

agoutiagouti toucantoucan
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Rainforest Animals Answers
Here are some suggested food chains that you may expect to find, however you may see 
other combinations.

coconut tree         fruit bat         emerald tree boa

coconut tree         spider monkey         emerald tree boa

coconut tree         grasshopper         red-eyed tree frog         jaguar

coconut tree         sloth         harpy eagle

coconut tree         tapir         jaguar

coconut tree         grasshopper         red-eyed tree frog         caiman

avocado tree         butterfly         toucan         jaguar

avocado tree         sloth         harpy eagle

avocado tree         tapir         jaguar

banana tree         macaw         emerald tree boa

banana tree         grasshopper         red-eyed tree frog         jaguar

banana tree         sloth         harpy eagle

banana tree         agouti         jaguar

banana tree         agouti         emerald tree boa

banana tree         tapir         jaguar
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Rainforest Food Chains
Place the photographs of the animals on the squares to make a food chain. You may need to do some research to check that your food 

chain is accurate. Some food chains have three steps but some can have four (or more).

Once you’ve created your food chain, write it on the recording sheet.

How many can you create?

producer prey predator

producer prey both predator and prey predator
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Rainforest Food Chains 
Recording Sheet

Once you have created your food chain, write it in the table below and include the keyword 
label for each step. 

Two examples have been done for you.

How many can you create?

                                                               Keywords 

producer       prey       predator 

producer       prey       both predator and prey       predator 

producer
coconut tree

prey
fruit bat

predator
emerald tree boa

producer
coconut tree

prey
grasshopper

both 
predator and prey
red-eyed tree frog

predator
jaguar
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